
The Satanic Temple Holidays are Officially Recognized by Baltimore County

Satanist employees of the County have successfully applied for religious leave to celebrate Lupercalia

SALEM, MA — The Satanic Temple’s status as an officially recognized religion has been established by the

Judiciary. Further affirmation was provided by the city of Baltimore. In the lead-up to the Satanic holiday

of Lupercalia, a celebration of bodily autonomy, sexual liberation, and reproduction, an employee of the

Baltimore County Public Schools (BCPS) applied for—and received official religious leave to celebrate one

of The Satanic Temple’s holidays.

According to The Satanic Temple, the School District required some minor hoop-jumping due to Satanism

not being a ‘standard holiday’ as defined by the Maryland Department of Education. In the end, the

District acceded to the request following TST sending a letter on behalf of the BCPS employee confirming

their membership and a schedule of their holidays, including Lupercalia.

With roughly 600,000 registered members around the world, the religious status of The Satanic Temple

has been recognized by state and federal courts. Now their religious practices are being recognized as

legitimate rituals by state governments as well.

“Gaining recognition on the local level is just as important as legal or governmental recognition,” noted

TST Director of Campaign Operations Erin Helian, “This isn’t some joke; our members hold their beliefs in

Satanism and the Seven Tenets every bit as closely as followers of other religions.”

About The Satanic Temple

The Satanic Temple, the subject of the critically-acclaimed documentary, Hail Satan?, and the academic

analysis of modern Satanism, Speak of the Devil, confronts religious discrimination to secure the

separation of church and state and defend the Constitutional rights of its members. In response to

Oklahoma and Arkansas placing a Ten Commandments statue on Capitol grounds, TST offered its bronze

Baphomet statue to stand alongside the Christian monuments. TST hosts the "After School Satan" club to

counter the Evangelical "Good News Clubs" in public schools to promote a plurality of religious

viewpoints. The mission of The Satanic Temple is to encourage benevolence and empathy, reject

tyrannical authority, advocate practical common sense, oppose injustice, and undertake noble pursuits

for the individual will. For more information about The Satanic Temple, visit

https://thesatanictemple.com/.

For further questions, contact karen@thesatanictemple.com
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